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Resume: A very first! Last summer, the French Competition Authority (FCA) blocked a merger for the first time
since its creation in 2009. The operation showed a risk of coordinated effects that would have harmed competition by
creating a duopoly. Neither the efficiency gains nor remedies were likely to address these competitive concerns. The
decision n°20-DCC-116 is a historic case in French merger law, in the mass distribution.
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they would probably have coordinated (but

of the operation, Casino. That was certainly

not competed…). Taking into account these

not serving the interests of the parties… For

anti-competitive effects, the parties tried to

the first time since its creation, the French

demonstrate the existence of efficiency gains.

competition authority also had to block the
merger.

Efficiency gains : no specificity to the
merger. They also pretended that the
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operation could have driven the prices down,
balancing the coordinate effects. A condition
was missing: this decrease in prices was not
proper to the merger. Generally, the French
merger law practice shows that it is very hard
to convince the FCA about the efficiency
gains defense. The last chance of Soditroy
and Leclerc was also to find remedies.
Problematic: was there any structural
remedy to save the merger? Generally,
parties consent to behavioural measures and
especially to structural measures, in merger
control law.

Was there any measure

appropriated to address anticompetitive
concerns induced by the duopoly structure?
Last but not least: no appropriate remedy
to save the acquisition! Finally, both
companies proposed to sell their sale area by
nearly 2000 square meters. However, this
remedy

was

insufficient

to

resolve

competition concerns, particularity, the risks
arising from a duopoly structure. Even worse,
this

remedy

could

have

induced

anticompetitive effects! The only issue was a
structural measure: to sell the principal target
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